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More than thirty years after its original publication, V. O. Key's classic remains the most influential book on its subject. Its author,
one of the nation's most astute observers, drew on more than five hundred interviews with Southerners to illuminate the political
process in the South and in the nation. Key's book explains party alignments within states, internal factional competition, and the
influence of the South upon Washington. It also probes the nature of the electorate, voting restrictions, and political operating
procedures. This reprint of the original edition includes a new introduction by Alexander Heard and a profile of the author by
William C. Havard. "A monumental accomplishment in the field of political investigation." --Hodding Carter, New York Times "The
raw truth of southern political behavior." --C. Vann Woodward, Yale Review "[This book] should be on the 'must' list of any student
of American politics." --Ralph J. Bunche V.O. Key (1908-1963) taught political science at the University of California, Los Angeles,
and at Johns Hopkins, Yale, and Harvard universities. He was president of the American Political Science Association and author
of numerous books, including American State Politics: An Introduction (1956); Public Opinion and American Democracy (1961);
and The Responsible Electorate (1966).
Bestselling author and astrophysicist Mario Livio examines the lives and theories of history’s greatest mathematicians to ask
how—if mathematics is an abstract construction of the human mind—it can so perfectly explain the physical world. Nobel Laureate
Eugene Wigner once wondered about “the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics” in the formulation of the laws of nature. Is
God a Mathematician? investigates why mathematics is as powerful as it is. From ancient times to the present, scientists and
philosophers have marveled at how such a seemingly abstract discipline could so perfectly explain the natural world. More than
that—mathematics has often made predictions, for example, about subatomic particles or cosmic phenomena that were unknown at
the time, but later were proven to be true. Is mathematics ultimately invented or discovered? If, as Einstein insisted, mathematics
is “a product of human thought that is independent of experience,” how can it so accurately describe and even predict the world
around us? Physicist and author Mario Livio brilliantly explores mathematical ideas from Pythagoras to the present day as he
shows us how intriguing questions and ingenious answers have led to ever deeper insights into our world. This fascinating book
will interest anyone curious about the human mind, the scientific world, and the relationship between them.
Full color look at the history of traditional and ceremonial clothing in China.
This second edition provides a contemporary overview of education and social justice, helping readers to understand and analyse
the inequalities that exist in today's world, how they are manifested in education systems and how education can engage with and
address these issues.
Presents a new collection of alcohol-induced "fratire" adventures in hedonism that convey the author's experiences of being
intoxicated at inappropriate times, seducing a large number of women, and otherwise living in complete disregard of social norms.
Fly patterns, step-by-step tying instructions, and fishing tips from hardcore West Coast and Great Lakes steelheaders. Includes
over 30 tiers from around the country, ranging from British Columbia to Great Lakes. Features in depth analysis on topics such as
important fly design characteristics, unconventional wisdom at the vise and on the water, and tying and fishing the popular style of
fly known as Intruders. 14 patterns tied in detail with over 400 step by step images Fishing and tying tips Choosing the right
materials Gallery of flies from famous anglers and tiers such as April Vokey, Lani Waller, Ed Ward, and Trey Combs
Book one of The Reincarnationist series. A bomb in Rome, a flash of bluish-white, and photojournalist Josh Ryder's world
explodes. As Josh recovers, thoughts that have the emotion, the intensity, the intimacy of memories invade him. But they are not
his. They are ancient…and violent with an urgency he cannot ignore—pulling him to save Sabina…and the treasures she protects.
But who is Sabina? Desperate for answers, Josh turns to the Phoenix Foundation—a research facility that scientifically documents
past-life experiences. He is led to an archaeological dig and to Professor Gabriella Chase, who has discovered an ancient,
powerful secret that threatens to merge the past with the present. Here, the dead call out to the living, and murders of the past
become murders of the present. Previously published.
Decisive potential in business is a question of process capability, rather than production capability. Process capability in business
requires real-time systems for optimization. Business-IT needs to be developed from telecommunications and ERP to real-time
services, which are not offered by the prevailing ERP systems. This book shows how modern information technology
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) becomes the prerequisite for process capability of the company on the basis of many
practical examples. It describes the requirements for optimized MES. It gives an overview of the efficiency potentials and different
applications of MES.
Manufacturing Execution SystemsAn Operations Management ApproacTeachers, Leaders, and SchoolsEssays by John DeweySIU Press
John Dewey was one of the most prominent philosophers and educational thinkers of the twentieth century, and his influence on modern
education continues today. In Teachers, Leaders, and Schools: Essays by John Dewey, educators Douglas J. Simpson and Sam F. Stack Jr.
have gathered some of Dewey’s most user-friendly and insightful essays concerning education with the purpose of aiding potential and
practicing teachers, administrators, and policy makers to prepare students for participation in democratic society. Selected largely, but not
exclusively, for their accessibility, relevance, and breadth of information, these articles are grouped into five parts—The Classroom Teacher,
The School Curriculum, The Educational Leader, The Ideal School, and The Democratic Society. Each part includes an introductory essay
that connects Dewey’s thoughts not only to each other but also to current educational concerns. The sections build on one another, revealing
Dewey’s educational theories and interests and illustrating how his thoughts remain relevant today.
New global standards are the basis for new MES products that have appeared in the last five years in the marketplace Features a
comprehensive presentation of available MES technologies
Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter feel like a fourth grade nothing. Fudge is never far from trouble. He's a two-year-old terror
who gets away with everything--and Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble, Peter's pet turtle, it's the last straw.
You might recognize firecracker JoJo Siwa from Abby’s Ultimate Dance Competition, or maybe you fell in love with her on Dance Moms.
JoJo’s nonfiction middle-grade debut is the next generation’s version of a real life Cinderella story: Nebraska girl becomes Hollywood’s
belle of the ball, thanks to her spunky attitude and creative drive. Through the lens of JoJo’s personal experience and playful voice, she digs
into themes such as finding your passion, keeping strong in the face of adversity, appreciating your individualism, the importance of being
loyal, and never giving up. Most of all, JoJo’s story is meant to inspire young girls to find the courage and confidence to go after their dreams.
Go Siwanatorz!
Offers a personal account of the author's adventures riding the rails with America's hoboes and presents a factual glimpse into the world of
the modern-day hobo.
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A comprehensive, illustrated guide to golf features a history of the sport, the basics of how to play, tips from the pros, a high-tech equipment
guide, and a tour of seventy-five of the worlds best golf courses.
Teaching a child to tell time is quite challenging. How can you put into words a good explanation as to why numerals are to be read in many
ways? When introducing the concept, start with the use of an analog clock because it gives the concept of change through the moving hands.
This educational book is perfect for little learners. Grab a copy tod

Criminologists have known for decades that income inequality is the best predictor of the local homicide rate, but why this is so
has eluded them. There is a simple, compelling answer: most homicides are the denouements of competitive interactions between
men. Relatively speaking, where desired goods are distributed inequitably and competition for those goods is severe, dangerous
tactics of competition are appealing and a high homicide rate is just one of many unfortunate consequences. Killing the
Competition is about this relationship between economic inequality and lethal interpersonal violence.Suggesting that economic
inequality is a cause of social problems and violence elicits fierce opposition from inequality's beneficiaries. Three main arguments
have been presented by those who would acquit inequality of the charges against it: that "absolute" poverty is the real problem
and inequality is just an incidental correlate; that "primitive" egalitarian societies have surprisingly high homicide rates, and that
inequality and homicide rates do not change in synchrony and are therefore mutually irrelevant. With detailed but accessible data
analyses and thorough reviews of relevant research, Martin Daly dispels all three arguments.Killing the Competition applies basic
principles of behavioural biology to explain why killers are usually men, not women, and counters the view that attitudes and
values prevailing in "cultures of violence" make change impossible.
Presents an introduction to the framework of twenty-first century learning, covering the skills needed to thrive, including learning
and innovations skills, digital literacy skills, and life and career skills.
This book explores Daoist philosophies of qi and virtue through inquiry into their potential as technologies for cultivating good
among individuals and society within educational settings, as well as in the modern world. The first part of the book, authored by
Jing Lin, examines Daoist cosmology, axiology, and epistemology. She illuminates qi cultivation’s reliance on the accumulation of
virtues, leading to transformation of the body and even—extraordinarily—the abilities of Daoist masters to transcend physical
limitations to achieve health, longevity, and immortality. The second part of the book, authored by Tom Culham, establishes an
understanding of qi and virtue as a technology within the Daoist paradigm, outlining the benefits of its cultivation while illuminating
how contemporary Western philosophy and science support this paradigm. Both authors explore new forms of education to
incorporate Daoist wisdom in schooling.
This book is a definitive reference source for the growing, increasingly more important, and interdisciplinary field of computational
cognitive modeling, that is, computational psychology. It combines breadth of coverage with definitive statements by leading
scientists in this field. Research in computational cognitive modeling explores the essence of cognition and various cognitive
functionalities through developing detailed, process-based understanding by specifying computational mechanisms, structures,
and processes. Given the complexity of the human mind and its manifestation in behavioral flexibility, process-based
computational models may be necessary to explicate and elucidate the intricate details of the mind. The key to understanding
cognitive processes is often in fine details. Computational models provide algorithmic specificity: detailed, exactly specified, and
carefully thought-out steps, arranged in precise yet flexible sequences. These models provide both conceptual clarity and
precision at the same time. This book substantiates this approach through overviews and many examples.
Do you want to stop forgetting appointments, birthdays, and other important dates? Work more efficiently at your job? Study less
and get better grades? Remember the names and faces of people you meet? The good news is that it's all possible. Your Memory
will help to expand your memory abilities beyond what you thought possible. Dr. Higbee reveals how simple techniques, like the
Link, Loci, Peg, and Phonetic systems, can be incorporated into your everyday life and how you can also use these techniques to
learn foreign languages faster than you thought possible, remember details you would have otherwise forgotten, and overcome
general absentmindedness. Higbee also includes sections on aging and memory and the latest information on the use of
mnemonics.
A creative and playful book written by a therapist to help young children understand and express their emotions. Includes a
coloring page where children have the opportunity to express their own feelings in an artistic way. Also, includes tips for
parents/caregivers to help children manage and express their feelings appropriately.
A fascinating look at the life and times of empresses in the Qing dynasty
The New York Times bestselling author of I Hope They Serve Beer in Hell and Assholes Finish First delivers a new collection of
thirty 100% true, 100% exclusive stories of comically perverse excess. Another installment in Tucker Max’s series of stories about
his drunken debauchery and ridiculous antics. What began as a simple sentence on an obscure website, “My name is Tucker
Max, and I am an asshole,” and developed into two infamously genre-defining books, I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell and
Assholes Finish First, ends here. But as you should expect from Tucker by now, he is going out with a bang—literally and
figuratively. In this book, you’ll learn: * How to live and work in Cancun, while still enrolled in Law School * Why Halloween is really
awesome * How to subtly torture a highstrung roommate until he explodes with furious anger over a misplaced condiment * What
really happened when a dirty pageant girl tried to sue Tucker because he told the truth * Why you should never accept a
homemade treat from a hippie with a van As we’ve come to learn from Tucker, assholes do finish first...but everything comes with
a price.
Gripping, tense, twisty and full of emotional insight, COME AND FIND ME is Sarah Hilary's Marnie Rome 5 book, for fans of Mick
Herron or Clare Mackintosh. 'Hilary belts out a corker of a story, all wrapped up in her vivid, effortless prose. If you're not reading
this series of London-set police procedurals then you need to start right away' Observer On the surface, Lara Chorley and Ruth
Hull have nothing in common, other than their infatuation with Michael Vokey. Each is writing to a sadistic inmate, sharing her
secrets, whispering her worst fears, craving his attention. DI Marnie Rome understands obsession. She's finding it hard to give up
her own addiction to a dangerous man: her foster brother, Stephen Keele. She wasn't able to save her parents from Stephen. She
lives with that guilt every day. As the hunt for Vokey gathers pace, Marnie fears one of the women may have found him - and is
about to pay the ultimate price.
Review of the necessary knowledge to provide optimal evidence-based care for the acute coronary syndrome patient Comprehensive guide to acute coronary syndrome - Expert commentary from two key thought leaders in the field - Extensive
illustrations, tables, figures, and appendix to further guide the reader
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In 1759, the Qianlong Emperor of China commissioned a catalog of comprehensive, illustrated regulations for ceremonial
garments and accessories worn by the members of the imperial household. Not since the HUANGCHAO LIQI TUSHI was written
have we seen a more stunning look at the colors, designs, and insignias of China's last imperial dynasty. With detailed
descriptions and exquisite illustrations, this invaluable reference preserves the fashionable side of China's dynastic history for
generations to come. With beautiful color illustrations culled from public and private collections and a helpful glossary of Chinese
terms, IMPERIAL WARDROBE is an ideal reference book for collectors, scholars, and Chinese history enthusiasts.
The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) is the leading international body representing the
interests of library and information services and their users. It is the global voice of the information profession. The series IFLA
Publications deals with many of the means through which libraries, information centres, and information professionals worldwide
can formulate their goals, exert their influence as a group, protect their interests, and find solutions to global problems.
Adam doesn't like taking baths, but he does eventually get in the tub and interesting things begin to happen.
Are you having trouble demonstrating to management what a manufacturing execution system (MES) is and what it can do for
you? Or do you simply need to justify why you even need a MES? Perhaps you are the executive decision maker and just need
some answers. Bianca Scholten, the author of the best-selling book, The Road to Integration: Applying ISA-95 in Manufacturing,
shares her expertise on the topic in her latest easy-to-read guide to MES. In recent decades, says Scholten, industrial companies
have invested much time and money in not only machine and production line automation but also in ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) systems. The MES falls between these two layers. Many of the preparatory activities (e.g., detailed production
scheduling and recipe management), but also retrospective activities (e.g., data collection, reporting, and analysis) are primitive at
best. Ideal for CEOs, CFOs, and managers, Scholten sheds some light on how to get out of this outdated situation using real-world
examples and the knowledge gleaned from IT, production managers, and other colleagues who have been through the MES
experience. She covers MES selection, company expectations during implementation and initial use of the MES, advice on
developing and maintaining a multi-site MES template, and return on investment. She also adds a birdÃ‚'s-eye view of the ISA-95
standard for better communication between systems and their applications.
It's moving day, and Danielle's family is frantically packing everything into boxes. Mom asks Danielle to take care of the little kids,
and she is more than happy to help out. What could possibly go wrong?--Cover, page [4].
Winner of the Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year Award and Nominated for a Macavity Award for Best First Mystery
Novel No two victims are alike. DI Marnie Rome knows this better than most. Five years ago, her family home was the scene of a
shocking and bloody crime that left her parents dead and her foster brother in prison. Marnie doesn’t talk much about her personal
life, preferring to focus on work. Not even her partner, DS Noah Jake, knows much about Marnie’s past. Though as one of the few
gay officers on the force and half Jamaican to boot, Noah’s not one to overshare about his private life either. Now Marnie and
Noah are tackling a case of domestic violence, and a different brand of victim. Hope Proctor stabbed her husband in desperate
self-defense. A crowd of witnesses in the domestic violence shelter where she’s staying saw it happen, but none of them are
telling quite the same story, and the simple question remains: how did Leo Proctor get in to the secure shelter? Marnie and Noah
shouldn’t even have been there when it happened but they were interviewing another resident, Ayana Mirza. They’re trying to get
Ayana to testify against her brothers for pouring bleach on her face for bringing dishonor the family, and blinding her in one eye.
But Ayana knows that her brothers are looking for her, and she has no doubt that they’ll kill her this time. As the violence spirals,
engulfing the residents of the women's shelter, Marnie finds herself drawn into familiar territory: A place where the past casts long
shadows and she must tread carefully to survive.
The Routledge Encyclopedia of Second Language Acquisition offers a user-friendly, authoritative survey of terms and constructs that are
important to understanding research in second language acquisition (SLA) and its applications. The Encyclopedia is designed for use as a
reference tool by students, researchers, teachers and professionals with an interest in SLA. The Encyclopedia has the following features: •
252 alphabetized entries written in an accessible style, including cross references to other related entries in the Encyclopedia and
suggestions for further reading • Among these, 9 survey entries that cover the foundational areas of SLA in detail: Development in SLA,
Discourse and Pragmatics in SLA, Individual Differences in SLA, Instructed SLA, Language and the Lexicon in SLA, Measuring and
Researching SLA, Psycholingustics of SLA, Social and Sociocultural Approaches to SLA, Theoretical Constructs in SLA. • The rest of the
entries cover all the major subdisciplines, methodologies and concepts of SLA, from “Accommodation” to the “ZISA project.” Written by an
international team of specialists, the Routledge Encyclopedia of Second Language Acquisition is an invaluable resource for students and
researchers with an academic interest in SLA.
A definitive and detailed pictorial guide to the beautifully embroidered dress accessories used every day by the imperial family and the middle
classes in China during the Qing dynasty and early twentieth century. A first of its kind!
Tang dynasty (618–907) China hummed with cosmopolitan trends. Its capital at Chang’an was the most populous city in the world and was
connected via the Silk Road with the critical markets and thriving cultures of Central Asia and the Middle East. In Empire of Style, BuYun
Chen reveals a vibrant fashion system that emerged through the efforts of Tang artisans, wearers, and critics of clothing. Across the empire,
elite men and women subverted regulations on dress to acquire majestic silks and au courant designs, as shifts in economic and social
structures gave rise to what we now recognize as precursors of a modern fashion system: a new consciousness of time, a game of imitation
and emulation, and a shift in modes of production. This first book on fashion in premodern China is informed by archaeological
sources—paintings, figurines, and silk artifacts—and textual records such as dynastic annals, poetry, tax documents, economic treatises, and
sumptuary laws. Tang fashion is shown to have flourished in response to a confluence of social, economic, and political changes that brought
innovative weavers and chic court elites to the forefront of history.
In recent decades, industrial companies have invested much time and money in enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and in
automation of the process control layer. In our quest to reap the rewards of all these investments, the gap between business automation and
process automation is becoming painfully obvious. ERP systems are only valuable if you supply them with current data, and these data
originate largely from the process control layer. When integrating these systems, both IT departments and engineering departments must
confront the high degree of heterogeneity found in technology, metadata, programming languages, user interfaces, and more. Good
communication with the systemÃ‚'s end user is essential as several departments are usually involved, such as production, maintenance, the
lab, and the office. Try speaking the same language then! Against this backdrop, ISA decided in the 1990s to develop the ISA-95 standard for
integrating enterprise and control systems in order to reduce the risks, costs, and errors that go hand in hand with implementing
manufacturing control systems and integrating them with ERP systems. This handy resource explains how to apply ISA-95 in manufacturing
enterprise systems (MES) and vertical integration projects, as well as reveals the most important ISA-95 models and terminology. It is ideal
for those just starting out who need to get up to speed on ISA-95Ã‚'s background information but also for those who have some practical
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experience with ISA-95 and require additional support in carrying out analyses to determine a specific companyÃ‚'s MES strategy and to
define user requirements. If you develop MES functionality or realize interfaces based on ISA-95, then this guide will help you understand and
apply the ISA-95 object models. Most important, the guide explains how to integrate ERP and MES systems using ISA-95. It places ISA-95 in
the broader context of modern information exchange technologies and thus offers a complete picture for project managers, consultants,
programmers, and information architects who want to integrate ERP and MES systems based on the international standard.
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